International PhD Program: Seminars in Biomedical Neurosciences

12th January
Dawn Rose (UK)
Hochschule Luzern Musik
“Music, Movement, Mood and Parkinson’s”
Link Zoom

9th February
Elena Vacchi (CH)
Università della Svizzera Italiana
“Role of skin biopsy in the diagnosis of Parkinson’s Disease”
Link Zoom

16th March
Cristina Granziera (CH)
University of Basel
“Paramagnetic Rim Lesions in Multiple Sclerosis: a new MRI biomarker of ongoing disease activity”
Link Zoom

13th April
Antonella Macerollo (UK)
University of Liverpool
“Advanced Development in DBS for Parkinson’s Disease”
Link Zoom

4th May
Daniela Latorre (CH)
ETH Zürich
“Autoreactive T cells in neurological disorders”
Link Zoom

22nd June
Caporale Nicolò (IT)
Human technopole
“Single cell omics dissection of neurodevelopmental dynamics through human brain organoids”
Link Zoom

All seminars will be conducted Virtual on Zoom

Wednesday
17h30 – 18h30

For details and updates
www.eoc.ch/NSI
PD Dr. S. Galati
salvatore.galati@usi.ch

2022
Lecture course
Online edition